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2007 Flying Stars Analysis 

© Written by Michael Hanna   

 

“If yesterday was lost in grief, don't lose today and tomorrow by 

keeping it in your memory” 

 

On February 4th 2007 we enter a new Chinese year (year 4704th in the Chinese calendar), 
the year of the fire Pig/Boar (Ding Hai). The 2007 Xuan Kong annual flying stars full 
analysis is detailed below. Please do not get confused with solar and lunar calendars, more 
on this below.  

You may have come across a few websites stating that 2007 is the 4705th Chinese New 
Year, if you cannot find the reason, here is an answer for you:  

The Yellow King's appointment was held in the spring of 2697 B.C. But they used the 
winter solstice day as the first day of the year. So the first winter solstice was on around 
December 23rd, 2698 B.C. Today's January 1st means nothing to the Yellow King. If we 
count that extra eight days in 2698 B.C. for a year, then year 2007 is the 4705th Chinese 
year. 

Why has the Chinese New Year come so late in 2007?  

Typically the Chinese New Year falls around January 22nd to February 10th For example, 
2006 Chinese New Year Day was on 29 January 2006.  

The reason for the late Chinese New Year in 2007 is because 2006 has had extra lunar 
month double 7th lunar month (Leap Month). which is on the 7th lunar day of 7th lunar 
month. It also pushes down the date of Chinese Moon Festival into October 2006. This 
means that the Chinese New Year Day comes late on February 18, 2007. 

 



Every Chinese New Year we put together a valuable Feng Shui cures and enhancer’s kit of 
little known Feng Shui cures that can be placed at any time of the year. Many of these 
cures are secrets and although many websites have tried to copy them from us, they have 
not quite got the ingredients right. This kit is not just some gimmicky cures put together; 
they are very powerful cures that Feng Shui Masters and Practitioners throughout the 
world use.  It does not matter how late in the year you place your cures kit, we have many 
clients who have even placed them towards the end of the year and still got great results.  

If you want to avoid continuing sickness, arguments, bankruptcy, legal problems, loss of 
wealth, relationship problems, problems with the mouth, sore throat, chest problems, skin 
problems, car accidents, accidents involving metal and just overall bad luck or if you want 
to enhance the positive areas in 2007 read on… 

 

2007 Fire Pig/Boar (Ding Hai) Year 

If you would like more details on the 2007 cures & enhancers kit  

please click here. 

Are you prepared for 2007? 

In 2007 we have the #2 black Star (Ju Men) visit the centre earth palace that can cause 
conflict, contagious disease, arguments and it could be a year of uprising in western 
countries that have been subject to crippling taxes direct and indirect or anything to do 
with the authorities. 2 black is a star of bad luck, sickness, fire related incidents, 
contagious disease to do with the stomach or any illness caught airborne; regrettably 2007 
will not be an easy year for the world although there are many good parts to the year as 
well and we have entered an age where people are becoming more aware of their 
environment and also alternatives to a better life like Feng Shui, tai chi, qi gong etc.  
 
There are many other predictions for 2007 but as you know we don’t like making the really 
negative aspects too in-depth as the power of the mind is extremely powerful and can 
manifest the problems. Where there is bad though there is always good and 2007 should 
be good for females and younger people taking positions of power and possibly the reason 
why we may see some rebellion with younger people taking power with better fresh ideas. 
 
This is the reason why we introduced our annual 2007 cures kits back in 1999 so you can 
avoid many of the problems above and combined with our most advanced Feng Shui 

software you can ensure your year will be better in 2007.  
 



Those born in the year of the Pig/Boar may be affected by the conflicting influences of the 
year of the fire Pig/Boar 2007. In saying this, we hope that those born in the year of the 
Pig/Boar are aware of potential difficulties they may encounter during the year 2007 and 
take extra care in whatever they do without taking excessive risks. The degree of influence 
varies from one person to another. One of the major considerations is the heavenly stem 
of the year in which one was born, so those who were born in 1971 (metal Pig/Boar) will 
have a rougher ride than those born in 1959 (earth Pig/Boar). For more information on 
your personal Chinese Animal predictions for 2007 click here. 

 

The forecast for Pig/Boar may be inauspicious but please remember this is only one small 
influence in the big scheme of things in life. Things can turn out well despite this, if you 
turn your attention to the annual and monthly flying star forecast on the energies of the 
space you occupy in your home and office in order to reduce predicaments. 

Please do not start worrying if your bedroom, main door or office are located in the 
northeast and northwest, just start preparing to place your 2007 cures and enhancers 

kit to ensure a trouble free year, and of course make sure you sign up for our free Feng 

Shui monthly newsletter so you are kept up to date with the monthly flying stars giving 
you even more control of your destiny.  

As you may know we have given this advice on-line to hundreds of thousands of Feng Shui 
Masters, Practitioners and enthusiast for 8 years now and although we make suggestions 
on cures and enhancers we do not agree with many websites insisting that you have to 
spend hundreds of pounds each year on cures, they are simply not needed. There are two 
products I recommend, they are, our annual cures kit and the other our professional 
Feng Shui software, with over four years in development, 45 combined years Feng Shui 
experience and one year of beta testing with Feng Shui Master’s, Practitioners and 
students from all over the world, Michael Hanna and the International Academy of Feng 
Shui have built the most powerful Feng Shui software available. This software is used by 
hundreds of Feng Shui Master’s. Practitioners, students and enthusiasts from over 103 
different countries throughout the world.  

 

What do I do with last year’s cures kit? 

Many books or websites will tell you to throw away or bury your old six-rod wind chimes; 
six Chinese coins tied with red ribbon, Pi Yao, wu lou, ba gua mirror etc from the previous 
year because they store so much negative energy. This is not always necessary as long as 
you cleanse the items before replacing for the new Chinese year.  

To cleanse them ideally you should place outside under a full moon overnight or in direct 
sunlight for at least 4 hours and sprinkle with rock salt. Rinse under water (don’t forget to 
dry them) in the morning and place them in the appropriate areas. This does not apply to 
the salt water cure, as this MUST be renewed every year without exception. As with all 
our products including the annual cures kits, they are all cleansed of negative energy and 
empowered with positive Sheng Ch'i energy, which makes them so much more effective. 

Many people write in asking if we personally change our cures and enhancers kit each year 
as nearly all websites and books say you should throw them away. Our circumstances are 
different to yours, we have thousands of these cures and enhancers in our warehouse but 
we have never changed our Wu Lou (16 years old) or Tsai Shen Yeh. We change our wind 
chime & Pi Yao every couple of years, the salt water cure we change without fail each year 
and I must admit the six Chinese coins tied in a row with red ribbon we always change and 
our Ba Gua mirror yearly as these are very bad to keep for too long.  

My advice is even if you have our kit from eight years ago, carry on using it but follow the 
advice above about cleansing and make sure the salt water cure (must replace) and 
maybe six coins are replaced as these hold a lot of negative energy. Please never throw 



your Wu Lou away these are specially made for us and are the correct weight and size and 
I think they are a work of art.  

I cannot afford these cures or enhancers and/or my partner does not believe in 
Feng Shui? 

Your home or office does not have to look like a Chinese restaurant to have good Feng 
Shui, if you do not want to have six Chinese coins tied in a row with red ribbon or a Wu 
Lou beside the bed there are alternatives. For the centre of your home or office and 
northeast use good quality metal ornaments, a good shape is round as this represents 
metal but avoid menacing looking ornaments like metal knives or similar. I have many 
clients who hide cures like a set six Chinese coins tied together with ribbon hidden behind 
a picture or similar. 

An alternative to a salt water cure although nowhere near as powerful is a bowl of still 
ultra clean water with some flowers in if you want. The water must be kept squeaky clean.  

So what is flying star (Xuan Kong)?  

Flying star (Xuan Kong) Feng Shui is the most powerful form that most professional 
Practitioners use; it has absolutely nothing to do with astrology. It is an analysis of the five 
elements, land formations and star combinations that occupy your building. Each Chinese 
New Year these annual stars change, bringing good and bad energy.  

Every year and month we give free accurate information on how you can suppress or 
enhance the sectors of your home or office. Every building throughout the world will have 
these changing annual stars and you will need to take into account their ability to cause 
harm ranging from, sickness, wealth problems, legal problems, gossip, relationship 
problems and just overall bad luck and of course their ability to give auspicious good luck 
in wealth, health, romance, education and overall good well being. Unless a good star is 
activated it is of no benefit to you so follow our advice carefully. 

Sample of a Flying Star chart (natal chart) 

Generated with our Professional Feng Shui software.  

 

 
 
• 2007 is the 4704th year of the Chinese calendar. 

 
As with last year and the year before and due to the time difference in the time zone 
between China and UK, USA, Australasia, Europe etc, the start of spring for Asia and 
Europe differs by a day in many countries this year. In China, the solar calendar of the 
Ding Hai (fire Pig/Boar) year starts on 4th February 2007 at 13:18. In the UK, the new 



solar year also starts on 4th February 2007 at 05.18. However, in California USA it 
would start 3rd February 2007 at 21.18 and if you live in Barcelona you would place 
your cures at 06.18 on February 4th 2007. This year we have done a page on world 
times for the solar and lunar Chinese New Years to avoid any confusion, World times 

Chinese New Year  
 
 
• The first day of the Hsia (solar) calendar is February 4th 2007, this is the day you 

would place your Feng Shui cures and enhancers. 
 

• The Fire Pig/Boar year ends February 3rd 2008. 
 

• Chinese New Year falls on February 18th 2007 (Lunar calendar). This is the date 
you celebrate the Chinese New Year with Ang Pow, fireworks Talismans etc and 
not the date you use to place cures and enhancers in Feng Shui. For more details 
on Chinese New year click here.  

 

Visit the pages below for further details on Chinese New Year etc. 

Chinese New Year 2007 ** How to make your own Ang Pow **Chinese Talismans 

for 2007 ** Chinese animal predictions for 2007 ** Flying star Xuan Kong 2007 
** Salt Water cure information ** Avoid the fury of the Grand Duke, three killing 

etc ** Chinese New Year world time converter ** 2007 Cures and enhancers kits 
** How to take a compass reading ** How to determine your facing direction ** 

Feng Shui software ** Feng Shui resource **  

HOW TO FIND THE PALACES WITHIN YOUR HOME OR OFFICE 

Firstly, you need a floor plan of your home or office. This can be hand drawn but it should 
be more or less to scale. Define all the interior walls that indicate the different rooms.  

Secondly, you need to divide your floor plan into 9 grids in proportion as shown below. 
Next, you need to know the compass direction of your home or office. If you need help 
taking compass readings please visit this page.  
 
Once you have your compass readings; you will know which wall is in which direction and 
you can then overlay the year’s Lo Shu grid (annual stars) according to the eight magnetic 
directions. So you will see from below that the #5 star falls into the west area for this 
home which is their main door and this will cause many problems if not attended too.  

      

The Annual Feng Shui Afflictions: 

The Three Killings - is a direct translation from the Chinese ‘San Sha’. This yearly 
affliction is in the West (232.5º to 307.5º). It is imperative that you do not undertake any 
form of noisy renovations or re-decorative work in this part of your house or office 
between February 4th 2007 and February 3rd 2008. Nor should you disturb the ground by 



digging holes, building foundations or conduct any maintenance work with any noisy 
equipment in this area inside or outside your property or garden. Once disturbed, this 
affliction will bring about three types of misfortunes – financial loss, sickness and 
arguments. This is the worst out of all the annual afflictions and in our home and business 
we take this very seriously as in our 26 years experience with Feng Shui we have seen 
some pretty nasty events from this energy when disturbed.   
 
Apart from not disturbing its ground, there are two other rules you should follow regarding 
the Three Killings. Firstly, if you are moving your desk around this year, never sit with 
your back to this direction (west). Secondly, it is better to face (west) this direction, 
especially if this is one of your four favourable personal directions.  
 
A little known and extremely powerful cure and enhancer in 2007 and one that can only be 
used in certain years is by placing 4 pieces of Sodalite quartz crystal in the west, they only 
need to be small ones but need to be placed ideally in the centre of west, these come in 
our 2007 cures kit with full instructions for placement. The only other years these can be 
used are Rabbit and Sheep/Goat years. The nice part of this annual cure is that the 
Sodalite crystal will also enhance the #4 romance and literacy/career star and at the same 
time dissipate the inherent metal energy of the west, this really is a lovely cure and 
enhancer at the same time.   
 
A Traditional Chinese traditional antidote is to place a Laughing Buddha in the north sector 
of your office or living room of your home.  
 
If your front door faces the west, place a pair of Temple lions (not metal ones) just inside 
the house looking outwards as protective guardians for the year. These come in our cures 
kit or sold separately on the 2007 page.  
 
If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the west place a six hollow metal 
rod wind chime between the building and where the work is being carried out and ideally 
you should contact a professional Practitioner to select an auspicious date to start the 
work.  
 
Tai Sui (The Grand Duke of Jupiter) resides between 322.5º - 337.5º northwest.  
Do not take this affliction lightly. Do not disturb the ground of this area at all costs.  
Northwest facing properties with front doors to the northeast must be careful not to allow 
the doors to slam and do not renovate or dig in this part for 2007.  
 
If you are moving furniture around this year, especially your work desk, it is vital that you 
must never sit facing this 15º (Hai) sector (northwest). If you confront Tai Sui, you will 
experience defeat; demotion, loss and any venture will be met with obstacles. Instead, sit 
with your back to the northwest and he will support you. Avoidance is the best cure. 
 
The traditional Chinese method is to place a Pi Yao or dragon headed tortoise in the 
southeast sector of your home or office facing northwest where Tai Sui sits to appease 
him. Use a compass and take the reading from the middle of the home to place the Pi Yao 
or dragon headed tortoise accurately to face the 15º radius northwest, this is the same 
compass direction as 2006 although 15 degrees over.  
 
If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the northwest place a six hollow 
metal rod wind chime between the building and where the work is being carried out and 
ideally you should contact a professional Practitioner to select an auspicious date to start 
the work.  
 
Sui Po (The year breaker) 

 

Sui Po year breaker occupies the division directly opposite Tai Sui Grand Duke, which for 
2007 is southeast. You should treat this area the same as the other annual afflictions with 
no groundbreaking work, renovations or any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and 
normally will cause immediate health problems especially for the elderly so please be very 
careful. If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the southeast place a six 
hollow metal rod wind chime between the building and where the work is being carried out 



and ideally you should contact a professional Practitioner to select an auspicious date to 
start the work.  
 
The annual five yellow has flown to the northeast this year. Although calmed slightly by 
the earth of the northeast, it is highly recommended not to disturb its position here with 
noisy activities, renovations or maintenance work. Houses with gardens to this corner of 
the property should avoid disturbing the ground with major digging or building work. When 
disturbed, the Five Yellow can bring disaster, sickness, lawsuit and major loss of wealth. 
Do be careful with it.  
 
The remedy is to hang a six-rod metal wind chime, six Chinese coins tied together with 
ribbon and a salt water cure in the northeast corner of the room.  
 
Please do not start worrying if your bedroom or office are located in the northeast, just 
start preparing to place your 2007 cures and enhancers kit to ensure a trouble free year, 
and of course make sure you sign up for our free monthly newsletter so you are kept up 
to date with the monthly flying stars giving you even more control of your destiny. To give 
you even better control is by using our advanced Feng Shui software as this gives 
advanced analysis or every home or office facing any direction in any part of the world, I 
know I keep recommending this software but there is really nothing like it in the world.  

How far do you take this no digging or no noisy equipment?  

What if your garden is in the west, northwest or southeast? Does this mean no cutting the 
lawn or cutting back the trees with a noisy hedge trimmer in 2007? Of course you have to 
do these jobs and if you cannot avoid building work or digging, use the following rules to 
reduce any harm that may result. 

• Place a six-rod metal wind chime between your house and building work whilst the 
work is being done.  

• Start trimming or mowing from a different corner of the garden. Let us say your 
garden is in the northwest of the property. You should remember to start your 
garden work from the southwest corner of the garden as this carries an auspicious 
energy in 2007.  

• The simple thing to remember is AVOID doing heavy work here and no digging or 
breaking ground, I have seen too many times some nasty repercussions from 
disturbing these afflictions in a year.  

• The most important cure to remember is placing 4 pieces or Sodalite quartz crystal 
in the west part of the home/office. 

2007 Annual Flying Stars: 

The analysis of the annual flying stars can only be conducted from a general point of view 
offering indications as to the influences of the stars in the respective palaces for the year.  

How each sector affects the wealth and health aspects of the residents depends greatly on 
the quality and combination of the 'facing' and 'sitting' stars of the property's natal chart. 
If you have had a consultation by Michael  he will be able to advise you better for 2007 or 
if you have a copy of our Feng Shui software it will show you where all your wealth areas 
are etc.  

Kan 1 White   In 2007, Kan trigram is in the southeast  
 
In element Kan #1 is water. In the physical body, it is the ear. Internal organ it is the 
kidneys and it is also blood. 
 
Kan water #1 (tan Lang) has flown into the southeast #4 star (Lu Cun) wood location for 
2007 indicating that with water enhancing the wood of the southeast this will be good and 
brings new opportunities, gains in financial investments, academic achievements and 
scholarly pursuits. The intensity of these attributes will differ in varying degrees according 



to the influence of the visiting monthly stars.. If you have a main door, bedroom, office or 
any other important room in the southeast this is very good news. 
 
If this is a child’s bedroom or study area should place a set of eight Chinese i-ching coins 
tied in a circle with a bell hanging under. To enhance academic try and have your child 
study in the southeast part of their bedroom along with a gold Tsai Shen Yeh statue as this 
protects wealth and also creates wealth in 2007, this is a very important cure and 
enhancer in 2007 for the southeast.  Tsai Shen Yeh must be placed in the southeast 
whatever room it is used for as he is a protector and enhancer of wealth in 2007. 
 
Blue would be a good colour scheme for the room in the southeast. Blue can also be used 
in beddings, throw-over, lampshades, pillow covers etc… If a bed is located in this corner, 
the northeast part of the room, remember to place a brass wu-lou beside their bed.  
 
For wealth and business you can use a water feature in the southeast, the water has to be 
moving (yang) water or an aquarium. 

Another good enhancer in 2007 is using a double Carp represent wealth protection and 
catalyst to enhance. The three coins in a row represent a trinity of enhancement and the 
ingot supported by all making this the perfect enhancer and also protector of wealth and 
business. I love this cure and to make the most of it this year place in the southeast that 
will not only increase wealth but can activate romance as we have strong peach blossom in 
2007.  

As we have Sui Po the year breaker you must place a Pi Yao in the southeast facing 
towards the northwest otherwise you will create problems in 2007. The Pi Yao must not be 
made of metal or metal coloured like gold or silver colours. This cure is very important in 
2007 and if you use your old Pi Yao from our previous kits please make sure you cleanse it 
thoroughly before placing. If you are in a relationship already the Pi Yao is very important 
to place as he also protects extra marital affairs as peach blossom is strong in the 
southeast this year and you do not want partners straying. 
 
Business’s that rely on sales or related to industries supplying flowers or plants will do very 
well this year if they activate this southeast area, and especially so if they have a main 
door here, to enhance further place a water feature in the southeast.  
 
Another good enhancer is by placing an arrangement of eight i-ching coins tied together 
with red ribbon and a bell, we have had these made for us this year as they are perfect for 
this auspicious combination of elements in 2007. If you have the 2006 cures kit you can 
use the 8 coins with an ingot instead.  
 
Remember, this is also the location of Sui Po the year breaker for 2007 and whilst this is a 
very auspicious area you must try and avoid renovating, building or digging holes in the 
southeast in 2007 as this will make your problems ten times worse. 
 
To get a better idea of whether to use water for wealth it is a good idea to construct a 
flying star chart of your home and then decide, or if you want the easy way look at our 
Feng Shui software as this not only calculates it also advises on placement for wealth, 
health, relationships and every other aspect. 
 
Summary for year 2007: 

 
The best months are February, March, April, June, August, December and January 2008 
  
Take extra care in the months of May, September and November and check back here to 
further analyse these months.  
 
Enhancement summary 

 

 

• Place a Pi Yao in the southeast facing northwest for protection and also to enhance 
relationships.  

 



• A brass Wu-Lou would be good for a bedroom that falls into the southeast along 
with blue colours. 

 
• If this is a study, an arrangement of eight coins in a circle with a bell will help 

enhance studies and also business/career. 
 

• Place creative enhancements like displaying an abacus, calligraphy set, artist tools 
like canvas, brushes etc.  

 
• Place a gold Tsai Shen Yeh statue in the southeast to protect wealth in 2007 

 
 

Kun 2 Black   In 2007, the Kun 2 Black (Ju Men) visits the centre  
 
The centre of any building in 2007 is not a very nice area at all and best left alone if 
possible, easy for me to say that I know and this is the reason why we write these cures 
and enhancers each year as not everyone has the luxury of moving bedrooms or offices.  
 
Because it has flown into the centre palace this can cause more problems than usual as 
the centre permeates around the rest of the eight palaces so very important to follow my 
advice.  To find the centre of your home measure length x breadth and divide by two, this 
may be an estimate depending on what type of home you have, you only need an 
approximate idea of where the centre is.  
 
It is awkward when a negative star flies into the centre of a building as it is usually an area 
that is open and hard to place cures, if the centre of your home is the middle of your 
dining room or lounge do not place the cures I recommend if they look strange, I will leave 
it up to you to decide but remember they can be placed either upstairs or downstairs or 
both if you prefer.  
 
If the centre of your home or office is a bathroom, utility room, guest bedroom or other 
less important room do not panic this is great news for you.  
 
If your bedroom, office, lounge or other well-used room is located in the centre this will 
inevitably activate its malicious effects. 
 
This star affects the health of those under its influence bringing with it sickness, disease, 
bad luck, stress, stomach and digestive problems, bloated feeling, gossip, back stabbing, 
family harmony and distress. This is especially so for people who are a Gua #1, 3 or 4. 
Check on this page if you do not know your Gua number 
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/eightmansions.htm or if you have our 
Feng Shui software you can calculate your Gua and best directions.  
 
You need to place a salt water cure, Wu Lou if you have one and six Chinese coins tied 
with red ribbon, metal singing bowl and also place more round metal decorative objects 
(provided they are not menacing looking, round shape metal is good) to dissipate its 
negative influence in the centre of your home or room, the salt cure and six coins are the 
most important cures.  
 
Tsai Shen Yeh (God of wealth) in a gold colour is very effective at not only reducing the 
bad earth but by also protecting your wealth for the year. Make sure there are no red 
items, bright lights or burning candles in this area. Do not worry if you have these colours 
already just introduce colours white, silver, gold or copper in the way of a floor mat, 
cushions, throws, tablecloth or such like.  
 
More importantly, do not decorate the centre of the home with red colour or triangle 
shapes items and most important avoid burning candles or leaving bright fiery coloured 
lights on for too long during the year 2007. 
 
Avoidance of this area is the best cure although I know this is hard so try and follow the 
advice and try and keep it as quiet as possible.  
 
 



Summary for year 2007: 

 

Do not activate this area with loud noises, keep quiet and avoid at all costs building work 
or refurbishment. Do not use the fire element or colours red, pink or purple. Keep doors 
closed. Place a Wu Lou, salt water cure and six coins here along with metal ornaments. 
Use colours white, silver, gold or copper. I will repeat this part, as it is so important, 
please keep the centre of your home quiet, and avoid redecoration and building work in 
2007. 
 
Better months are March, May, July and December. 
  
Take extra care in the months of February, April, June, August, October, November and 
January 2008. 
 
Remedies 

 

• Hang six Chinese coins tied in red ribbon.  
 

• Place a salt water cure. 
 

• You do not need all Dragons and bells, you can use any metal ornament as long as 
it is not sharp or aggressive looking, and believe it or not a good cure is a round 
metal dog bowl or weight lifters weights.  

 
• Place a Wu Lou and/or other metal ornaments to dissipate the negative earth.  

 
• A metal singing bowl is very good as is a stainless steel Dog bowl. 

 
• Avoid using red colour in this room and refrain from displaying triangle shape or 

fiery pictures. 
 

• Avoid candles or bright lights at all costs.  
 

Chen 3 Jade   In 2007, the sound of Lu Chun #3 Jade can be heard in the northwest 
palace in 2007. 
 
Beware of possible theft, arguments, disputes, hot tempers and legal problems.  
 
Try and keep the northwest of your home as quiet as possible and avoid building work or 
renovations.  
 
To remedy its effects use red decorative objects, candles lamps and lights. A nice simple 
cure is a red floor mat or a table lamp with a red shade.  Do not use metal (metal colour is 
OK) to control this energy for you will aggravate it, restricting the beneficial influence 
brought by auspicious monthly stars in certain months and magnify its negative influence.  
Do not have a water feature inside here unless a professional Practitioner has advised you. 
 
Some books or websites you may have read will tell you the #3 wood star is a good star in 
period 8, in our opinion it is still an unpredictable star and you should not try and activate 
it unless you are qualified to do so or you have used our software. It will become more 
usable towards the later part of the 20-year period 8 cycle. I have even seen websites and 
books recommending placing water here, do this and you will invite arguments, divorce 
and legal problems without taking into account your land formations, period, mountain and 
water stars, please be careful.  
 
Ensure that documents signed during the year are checked through thoroughly before 
committing oneself. The influence of a Chen 3 in Period 8 denotes possible arguments, 
disagreement and in extreme cases, this can result in lawsuits, either as a petitioner or a 
defendant. Either case there will be a loss of time, energy and wealth, so please be careful 
during 2007 especially if you have a main door in the northwest and if you can, try and 
use another door to enter and leave. You should also a hang a Ba Gua mirror with a 
Chinese i-ching coin on the rear for added protection in 2007.  
 



In temper, there may be bursts of irritability affecting those under this influence. If your 
office or bedroom is here, short temper and antagonistic are common characteristics in 
those affected by the 3.  
 
A cure that you must use this year is a “jade protection Pagoda” this will ensure that 
legal problems do not arise, the Pagoda we have had made especially not only is Jade in 
colour but has embedded inside the base a small piece of Jade crystal encased with a 
Chinese i-ching coin to also protect wealth, this is a little known cure and very powerful in 
2007. An even greater protector is place a pair of Dragons (Dragons of duality) in the 
northwest especially if you have a main door or window here as they are a powerful 
protector of wealth and business. 
 

If you used last years cures kit you can place a Kwan Yin  (Goddess of mercy) 
red in colour and/or a red Buddha in the northwest.  
 
Please remember that  TTaaii  SSuuii  ((TThhee  GGrraanndd  DDuukkee  ooff  JJuuppiitteerr))  resides between 322.5º - 
337.5º northwest in 2007. It is vital that you must never sit facing this 15º sector. If you 
confront him, you will experience defeat, demotion, loss and obstacles. Instead, sit with 
your back to this sector and he will support you.  
 
Do not take this affliction lightly. Do not disturb the ground of this area at all costs.  
Northwest facing properties with front doors to the northeast must be careful not to allow 
the doors to slam and do not renovate or dig in the northwest for 2007.  
 
 
To calm interactions: 

 
• Place a light in the northwest If you have a choice, a lamp with a wooden stand 

and a peach/red shade is better. 
 

• Do not hang wind chimes in this area of the house, especially metal wind chimes 
as it will worsen matters.  

 
• During hot summer months, make sure the fan is not located in the northwest. 

 
• Take extra security measures for the whole home or business during 2007 and 

check smoke alarms.  
 

• Check through everything before signing documents if office is in the northwest. 
 

• Try and keep this area quiet and do not disturb with loud noises.  
 

• Place a Jade protection Pagoda in the NW of home or office.  
 

• Try not to let children or noisy animals play in the northwest.  
 

• Beware of backstabbing, as sometimes it is unseen and behind your back and also 
from someone you thought you knew quite well.   

 

Sun 4 Green   In 2007, Sun 4 Green sits in the west  of the Lo Shu square.  
 
The Sun wood 4 occupies the west palace for 2007 and this is a conditional star but is 
auspicious in Period 8 (2004 – 2024). It governs romance, travel, creative, academic and 
artistic talents, wisdom and intelligence as well as self-development. If you want to 
enhance this wonderful star use a yin water feature or colours blue or black, this is a good 
area to have a pair of Mandarin Ducks; Dragon headed Tortoise or photos of you and your 
partner/family.   
 
A yin water feature is fresh still water, Ideally indoor bamboo shoots growing in a small 
amount of water or fresh flowers in super clean water, you can also use just a bowl of 
water, whatever you use the water must be kept squeaky clean as if it becomes stagnant 
even slightly it will cause you relationship problems. The water must not be moving 



though unless a professional Feng Shui Practitioner has advised you or you use our Feng 
Shui software.  
 
A little know and extremely powerful cure and enhancer in 2007 and one that can only be 
used in certain years is by placing 4 pieces of Sodalite quartz crystal in the west, they 
only need to be small ones but need to be placed ideally in the centre of west, these come 
in our 2007 cures kit with full instructions for placement. The only other years these can 
be used are Rabbit and Sheep/Goat years. The nice part of this annual cure is that the 
Sodalite crystal will also enhance the #4 romance and literacy/career star and at the same 
time dissipate the inherent metal energy of the west, this really is a lovely cure and 
enhancer at the same time.   
 
This yearly affliction of the 3 killings is in the west (232.5º to 307.5º). It is imperative that 
you do not undertake any form of noisy renovations or re-decorative work in this part of 
your house or office between February 4th 2007 and February 3rd 2008, see above for more 
details. If your front door faces the west, place a pair of Fu dogs/temple lions (not metal 
ones) just inside the house as protective guardians for the year. 
 
Be warned that if your front door is here, this 4 star can bring both wanted and unwanted 
romantic opportunities to the household if the cures are not put in place. Having a door in 
the west with the cures (soladite) can bring in new opportunities and lots of travel. 
 
Do not use fire or metal in this area or colours white, silver. Do not worry if you have 
these colours already just introduce colours blue or black in the way of a floor mat, 
cushions, tablecloth or such like.  
 
As in every star, the 4 Green has a positive and negative aspect to its nature. Although a 
favourable annual star in 2007, it can also be affected by the presence of an unfavourable 
monthly star and when it does, it denotes betrayal, heartbreaks, scandals and humiliation 
in affairs of the heart. The affected months are April, August, September. October and 
December. So keep an eye on our monthly updates. Treat this area as your relationship 
and creativity area for 2007 it can be very good for you. 
 
Summary for year: With the above cures and enhancers in place you should make good 
use of this area especially if you are looking to enhance relationships or creativity, this 
area is very good for writers, artists, students and anyone that is related to the travel 
industry. 
 
Avoid fire element and colours red, pink or purple. Good colours are blue or black. Good 
place for an indoor Yin water feature (bamboo or fresh flowers, NOT MOVING WATER). If 
you wish to enhance areas of creativity and academic achievements, place or hang moving 
objects to enhance the Ch’i of this sector, do not use wind chimes though. Keep area semi 
active with windows occasionally open. Do not use metal items here. Spend time in the 
west if you want to enhance romance, creativity or academic pursuits.  
 
Cures and enhancers summary: 

 
• Use blue in your décor if this is your office or bedroom. 

 
• For office and studies, place a task light and a crystal globe on the work desks. 

Blue items can be added to the desk e.g. blue paper, blue books etc 
 

• Avoid displaying too much metal objects here especially large heavy ornaments. 
 

• Fresh flowers or small pots of green leafy or flowering plants can be displayed in 
this spot of the house to lift the qi. Blue flowers are a good choice.  

 
• If you have mandarin Ducks this is a good area to have them and any other 

symbols of romance like hugging couples etc.  
 

• A Chinese or western calligraphy set is very good to place in the west for 2007 if 
you want to enhance creativity as an artist or writer or student, if you can place it 
close to where you study/write/paint.  



 
• Place photos of loved ones or images of love to enhance relationships or attract 

new love. This can done with photos, paintings or statues, make sure there is 
always a pair in the image.  

 
• For romance a Dragon headed Tortoise or Mandarin Ducks is very good  

 
The 5 Yellow In 2007, the annual 5 Yellow Lian Zhen star of tragedy is located in the 

northeast palace . 
 
The advice I have given over the last eight years always comes from the heart and I try to 
make sure that those who do not use traditional Chinese cures like a salt water cure or 
six Chinese coins tied together with ribbon that there are alternatives always. Use plenty 
of good quality metal in the northeast this year and make sure you cleanse all your cures 
from previous years. I am paying particular attention this year to the northeast as this is 
where my main door is located, am I worried about it? Absolutely not, I will though make 
sure that no one in our home will use this door and all the cures I recommend will be put 
in place.  
 
Do not to disturb its position here with noisy activities, renovations or maintenance work. 
Houses with gardens to this corner of the property should avoid disturbing the ground with 
major digging or building work.  
 
The 5 Yellow also called ‘Wu Huang or Lian Zhen)’ in Chinese, is one of the annual 
afflictions. It is a very volatile star. It has no gender and no trigram and is highly 
dangerous when disturbed. When disturbed, its malevolent influence brings disaster, 
sickness, lawsuits and major loss of wealth. Do be careful with it. Stillness together with 
metal cures can keep its negative influences at bay. 
 
You should place a salt water cure, six rod wind chime, Wu Lou and six Chinese coins tied 
with red ribbon and also place more metal decorative objects (provided they are not 
menacing looking, round shape metal is good) to dissipate its negative. 
Wherever the Five Yellow is, you must never disturb its position by lots of drilling or 
knocking activities. So please be careful when you hang your metal six rod wind chime to 
control its influence in the northeast sector of your house. You should also place a Ba Gua 
mirror especially if you have a main door here, I will be renewing mine on February 4th 
without fail. Another excellent cure is especially if you have an important room or door in 
the northeast is placing a pair of Temple Lions, these are a traditional cure and used for 
thousands of years. You should also a hang a Ba Gua mirror with a Chinese i-ching coin on 
the rear for added protection in 2007. 
 
You must not place red objects, bright lights, candles or red coloured furnishing in this 
sector. Do not worry if you have these colours already just introduce colours white, silver, 
gold or copper in the way of a floor mat, cushions, throws, tablecloth or such like. You can 
also use dark blue or black if you prefer. 
 
If your bathroom, cloakroom, en-suite, guest room or a large cupboard is located here, 
this is good for you this year, because these areas are not used much and therefore the 
negative power is not activated, I would still place the cures though regardless of what 
room is located in the northeast.  
 
Summary: Do not activate this area with loud noises, keep quiet and avoid at all costs 
building work or refurbishment. Do not use the fire element or colours red, pink or purple.  
Keep doors closed. Place six-rod wind chime, Wu Lou, salt water cure and six coins here 
along with metal ornaments. Use colours white, silver, gold or copper. I will repeat this 
part, as it is so important, please keep the northeast of your home quiet, avoid 
redecoration and building work in 2007 in the northeast part of your home or office and 
when you hang your wind chime try not to make so much noise with hammers etc, don’t 
worry about the noise the wind chime makes, this is all part of the cure, so when it is in 
place try and remember to knock it a few times a day. 
 
Summary for year 2007: 

  



Take extra care in the months of February, April, May, April, July, November and 
December. Crikey northeast not looking good this year, oh well I love a challenge.  
 
If this is an important room e.g. a bedroom, office or a living room, and if you cannot 
move to another room to avoid the 5 Yellow, carefully follow the advice contained here. 
 
To calm interactions: 

 
• Avoid playing loud music in the northeast of the home or room. 

 
• Do not decorate your room with red or earth colours this year. Grey, blue or white 

beddings and curtains are good colours to use temporarily. 
 

• Place a salt water cure in the northeast of the building along with six Chinese coins 
tied in a row with red ribbon and six hollow metal rod wind chime.  

 
• Move your bed to another corner of the room if possible even if it is a few feet 

away from the northeast corner if this is a small room. This way, you will avoid 
sleeping exactly in the northeast sector of the room. 

 
• Place a Brass Wu-Lou in the northeast corner of the room if this is your bedroom. 

 
• Metal objects such as six Chinese metal coins tied in a red ribbon and/or a brass 

Dragon can be placed in this corner too. Do not to use red dragons. 
 

• Do not place red objects, burning candles or triangular shaped furnishing in this 
sector. 

 
• Most of all, avoid disturbing this area at all costs. Any form of renovations that 

needs to be done, plan it for another year. It is worth keeping this in mind. 
 

• Tsai Shen Yeh (God of wealth) in a gold colour is very effective at not only 
reducing the bad earth but by also protecting your wealth for the year in the 
northeast. 

 
• Replace or at the very least cleanse your Ba Gua mirror in the northeast especially 

if you have a door here.  
 

• If you have a main door in the northeast make sure you oil the hinges and try not 
to let it bang shut.  

 

 

Ch'ien 6 White   The star of Heaven Chien 6 White (Wu Qu) sits in the south  
palace in 2007. 
 
6 White is a benevolent money star and as an annual star, its position in the south in 2007 
is excellent for career, wealth, politicians, leaders and anyone involved in the property 
market, so for those with a main door, office/study in the south will benefit greatly. 
 
This is why there is so many levels to Feng Shui, even though my main door is in the 
northeast which is not good , my office is based in the south and I would much rather have 
an auspicious star in an office. This year this #6 star will bring even more success for 
anyone with an office or main door in the south, fortunately I will be using our rear door in 
the south combined with my office in the south and also I am a Dog, my year will be 
superb. Please do not panic when you see one part of this report as being negative for 
you, as you can see it can quickly change especially if you follow my advice.  
 
Those who have main doors or offices in the south sector will enjoy excellent business and 
career success. However, whilst 6 White represents attainment, if the #6 annual star is 
located in a bedroom it can cause problems with the liver and/or legs. If you do have a 
bedroom in the south place some blue cloth like a rug or duvet cover to dissipate its 
energy.  
 



A lovely enhancer and protector in the south in 2007 especially if you have a main door, 
bedroom, office or other important room is to place a row of eight Chinese i-ching coins 
tied with red ribbon with two bells at the bottom combined with an arrangement of eight 
Chinese i-ching coins in a circle with one bell under, you cannot use any other amount of 
coins or bells though, so if you have a cure already similar make sure you remove or add a 
bell or coin etc. The 8 coins in circle support the south and the coins in a straight row is 
perfect for the visiting #6 star.  
 
Summary for year 2007: 

 
Take extra care in the months of March and June.  
 
This is a nice area and even better if your main door or office is located here, keep area 
active with windows and doors open. Good colours are earth colours yellow. Place some 
real quartz crystal here or the hanging faceted sphere type; these are very good for 
activating the wealth and business side of this nice star.  
 
Enhancers and cures if needed: 

 
• If this is your bedroom, a shade of blue or black in your furnishing or décor may 

help with health. A blue painting (not water scene) may also do. 
 

• If you are a Gua #3 you should stay away from this sector if possible, if not place 
a bowl of still clean yin water  

 
• Avoid placing additional metal objects in this sector or room; however, a very good 

symbolic enhancer is a gold coloured wealth ingot, as it will enhance the wealth 
nature of the trigram Chi'en. Try and get one that is not made of metal though and 
just metal coloured.  

 
• Real quartz crystal is very good in the south for 2007 as is faceted crystal spheres.  

 
 

Tui 7 Red   The Lofty Wind of Tui (Po Jun) flies into the north  in 2007.  
 
The 7 red star is a negative influence in Period 8. The trigram Tui is also known as ’Broken 

Soldier’. This is a fighting star. When combined with another untimely star, its negative 
nature denotes assault, deceit, violence and robbery.  This year 2007 it falls into the water 
of the north. 
 
#7 Red portends a high risk of burglary, deception, copyright theft, gossip and back 
stabbing especially in the months of February, April and June.  This will be particularly so if 
the combination of the facing and sitting stars of this sector suggest such a scenario. If 
you have had a Feng Shui consultation or use our Feng Shui software it may not be as 
bad, as the facing and mountain stars may be auspicious.  
 
If you have a door here or even a window you should be looking to update security, smoke 
alarms and checking electrics the next most important cure is hanging six small bells, this 
is a very old and traditional cure used when the 7 star falls into the north, do not use this 
cure in any other year. You should also a hang a Ba Gua mirror with a Chinese i-ching coin 
on the rear for added protection in 2007. 
 
As I have said above please take extra security measures especially if you have a front, 
back or side door in the north sector. Make sure doors and windows are fastened securely 
before leaving the house. Do not display valuable items on windowsills, which may attract 
the interests of passers-by. 
 
It pays to be wise to avoid taking too many risks for there may be unscrupulous people 
working against you. There are indications of misunderstandings, pressure and business 
rivalries that could also lead to losses. 

 
The best advice I can give is check or install smoke alarms, check electrics and check the 
security of windows and doors in the south and place an I-ching Pagoda.  



 
The best remedy is to stay away from this sector or try to use it less frequently. You can 
also use more blue in your decoration. Do not use anything of fire element or colours red 
to control it as this may aggravate it and don’t forget that the negative influence of the 
monthly stars are usually of the earth elements.  

 
Be careful of your colleagues stabbing you in the back. Sometimes this often goes 
unnoticed as it is done very secretly. Having good Feng Shui is really being aware of 
potential problems and not just placing cures here and there to protect (talking myself out 
of sales as usual)  

 
Summary: Keep area quiet and doors and windows kept closed. Good colours are blue or 
black. Avoid earth and fire colours and crystals.  
 
Summary for year:  

 
If you have an office or door in the north be careful of people trying to deceive you, 
robbery, arguments and loss of wealth, always look at the very small print and be careful 
as this star normally causes problems with people you know and thought you could trust.  
 
It helps if you can do a natal chart of all the other flying stars in your home as there is 
much more you can do to protect yourself, if you know how to do a flying star chart it is 
worth doing or maybe consider buying our specialist Feng Shui software, it is worth 
every penny and can save you from many disasters, you will not find any better than this 
software as it not just tells you where the problems are it tells you how to correct them or 
enhance the good areas.   
 
Remedy: 
 

• You should also use more blue in your decoration. You can introduce the colour 
with cushions, rugs, bed covers or doormats.  

 
• Do not use anything of fire element or colours red to control it as this may 

aggravate it.  
 

• Hang six small bells tied with ribbon in the north for protection. 
 

• Avoid candles at all costs.  
 

• Install or service smoke alarms and security systems.  
 

• Do not hang metal wind chimes here. 
 

Ken 8 White   This is the governing flying star for the next seventeen years of the 
lower era of the sexagenarian cycle of the flying stars system and is located in the 

southwest  for 2007, so if you have a door, office or any other important room in the 
southwest this is great news for you.  
 
Wealth, fame. Romance, prestige and distinction can be expected especially if you have an 
office here or a main door, even if you do not we can still activate it. It brings good fortune 
and exciting times.  
 
If you work with symbols, quartz crystals, crystal balls or hanging faceted crystals are 
good for this southwest palace this year. The #8 star also governs relationships so a nice 
romance enhancer is a pair of rose quartz double hearts or a pair of Mandarin Ducks this 
year.  
 
One of the most powerful and important cures in 2007 and only shared with a few Masters 
around the world is placing a carved Jade Quartz Ba Gua surrounded by one piece of 
hematite, sodalite, tiger eye and amethyst, they have to be arranged as shown below and 
a powerful thought form is placed in them and if you do not have a Jade Ba Gua use a 
piece of jade instead, it is better than nothing. I have shown a photo below of how to 



arrange them. We only use the finest quality authentic crystals and they have to be 
placed in the order shown below as they form part of the five elements cure and this cure 
is know as a “Sheng cycle qi cure” and combined with a “Zuo Fu” #8 star falling in a “Ju 
Men” sector makes this a very powerful and commanding cure and enhancer for 2007. 
 

 
 
Do not place heavy metal in the southwest this year, as it will weaken the good earth. 
Great news if you have your main door here and if you are in an office try and locate your 
desk in north part of the office. 

This is a very strong wealth, success and romance area for 2007 so try and store your 
important financial papers here like pensions, stock portfolio etc in the southwest. If you 
use symbolic cures this is where you should place your three-legged Toad facing your 
Sheng Chi direction for wealth a pair of rose quartz crystal hearts for romance.  
 
Summary for year.  

 

Take extra care with health in the months of May, July and August.  
 
To enhance: 

 
• Hang a faceted crystal sphere in this area of the house near the window or door. 

Hang it above head height and twist now and again. 
 

• The energies of the annual 8 can be activated by human activities. Use this room 
as frequently as possible unless you have received professional advice against it. 

 
• The red three-legged toad can be placed here. Make sure the toad is facing into 

the house and not towards the door and the coin is never taken out of his mouth. 
 

• If your bedroom is here, you can also place an amethyst or any crystal items in the 
southwest of the bedroom to further strengthen the earth element of the 
benevolent 8. 

 
• This is also a good study area for children. Place a task light and a crystal globe on 

the desk to enhance concentration. 
 

• A romance enhancer is a pair of rose quartz Mandarin Ducks in the southwest this 
year.  

 
• Keep area active with open windows and doors (yang energy) although do not 

renovate or make loud noises this year. 
 

• Keep the area outside and inside the southwest, southeast and south as clear 
clutter free and open as possible, you need to let the auspicious Qi collect here and 

distribute inside and outside when this happens it is know as Ming Tang , 
this is a collection of Sheng Chi (auspicious energy)  

 

  



Li 9 Purple   You Bi Li 9 Purple is found in the east   in 2007 and this heralds 
celebrations so make hay while the sun shines if you have a main door in the east. 
 
9 Purple is the star of future wealth and has an auspicious influence in Period 8. Career 
opportunities and promotions are probable especially if you have an office or main door in 
the east in 2007. There is fame and acknowledgement, growth and improvement.  
 
This is a good area in general especially for those in studies. If this is a family area (living, 
dining or a library), encourage children to study here.  
 
Couples with bedroom in this location will also enjoy good relationships. There may also be 
a chance of producing intelligent children. If you want to enhance this further place a 
statue of Kwan Yin in the east part of your bedroom.  
 
If you want to enhance fertility you can display peanuts in shells (groundnuts) or any seed 
products like black or red melon seeds (Gua zi). In Mandarin, peanuts are called ‘hua-
sheng’ and for the Chinese this word is onomatopoeic in that the sound of it means the 
birth of many children. You should display them anywhere in the bedroom and of course 
be careful if anyone in the home suffers with nut allergies.  
 
Although deemed as an auspicious star, the element of the annual #9 star in the e can 
strengthen the malevolent effects of visiting monthly stars #2 and #5. Hang a coin sword 
on the wall here to weaken the undesirable influences of the monthly stars #2 and #5 
which will visit in June and September.  
 
A coin sword will also ward off sha qi (external poison arrows) at the front door or 
windows. If there is incoming traffic or driveways pointed directly at your front door or 
window, apart from hanging a Ba Gua mirror to counter this destructive flow of qi, you can 
also hang a coin sword with it facing the door or window.  
 
A sword made of Chinese I-ching coins are one the oldest form and used thousands of 
years ago, they were hung on the cots or wall of new born babies to protect them from 
Thou-Tzu-Kuei the spirit of women who have died without children and have tried to steal 
infants. They can also be hung over cash till and by the front door pointing towards it; 
they are widely used in business. 

Summary for year:  

 
Be aware of the negative influences during the months of June and September.  
  
To enhance: 

 
• Healthy green leafy plants or blue flowering plants such as violets are good for this 

area. 
 

• Fresh flowers displayed here will bring positive qi too. 
 

• Symbolic objects such as a gold abacus or six Chinese coins can be placed here all 
year round to enhance benevolent influence and at the same time dissipate the 
malevolent influence by the visiting monthly #2 and #5. 

 
• Coin swords hung with its hilt facing the front door or window in this sector can 

help ward off any external poison arrows as well as weaken the effects of visiting 
monthly stars #2 and #5.  

 

You should read what some of our clients say about annual cures kits, not only do they 
offer you protection they enhance the beneficial areas, click on the banner below to read 
some of the thousands we received over the years.  



 

Water placement in 2007: 

As we entered period 8 (4th February 2004) the use of water outside is critical up until 
2024, so a pond outside in the correct area can really work in your favour. You must not 
unless advised by professional Practitioner place water outside in the north-east up until 
2024. 

Outside water in 2007: Can be placed in the south-west or east, this is your primary and 
secondary wealth areas for the next seventeen years. In 2007 water outside in the 
southwest is very good as not only is it a secondary wealth area it also has an auspicious 
annual star and if you know what your natal chart (flying star chart) is and you also have a 
good facing star this would make a very powerful combination for wealth. If you do not 
know what your natal chart is or do not know how to create one take a look at our 
software as it does all the work for you, follow this link.  

Indoor water for 2007: You can use a moving water feature or aquarium in the 
southeast in 2007. Do not use water in the other compass sectors unless you have had a 
professional Feng Shui consultation or use our Feng Shui software.  

If you are using water you must make sure the water is clean and flowing and never allow 
it to become stagnant. Water is a very powerful enhancer and is the essence of Feng Shui 
(Shui meaning water) the Ch'i is caught by the water and cleansed (providing the water is 
clean) and distributed throughout your property. If you look on our resource pages you 
will find more detailed information on water placement for 2007 and beyond. 

Whilst the methods above are considered safe, there are many exceptions to the 
placement of water and as Master Practitioners and teachers we use many more methods 
of water placement for wealth, education and relationship, these methods whilst extremely 
powerful can only be used with expert guidance and a full analysis of your property and 
land formations, please visit this link for more details of an on-line consultation or 
home/business visit. Or consider our powerful Feng Shui software.  

 

"There are three ways to get something done. Do it yourself, hire someone to do it, or 

forbid your children to do it” 

Salt water cure after 4 weeks. 

 

Every year we receive thousands of e-mails saying how the salt water cure changed the 
energy in their home for the better; this is a very powerful and little known cure and one 
that we have been using for twenty years. You should use the salt water cure this year 



February 4th 2007 in the centre & northeast (DO NOT REUSE LAST YEARS SALT 
WATER CURES IF IT IS MORE THAN TWO MONTHS OLD). 

There are many exceptions to be made, the thing to remember with flying stars is, if you 
have a 5 yellow in a dining room and if it is open plan home the 5 yellow's power can drift 
into any other part of the home, think of perfume, if you sprayed some in your bedroom 
your partner may still be able to smell it downstairs because the smell goes into the air 
(Ch'i) and drifts around the home, so as general advice it is better to cure than leave to 
chance. 

How to dispose of your old salt water cure? 

You should change your salt water cure every year or if it is over two months old, why? 
Because they store an enormous amount of negative energy and moving it causes 
problems in all parts of a building. The best way is to get a Tupperware type container 
(margarine tub etc) and place the entire contents salt, water, glass and coins into it, close 
and seal the lid and throw straight into an outside bin. If you do not have a container pour 
the water down an outside drain (one at the back of house that leads away from the 
building) and place the salt/glass and coins into a plastic bag and place in bin. Please do 
not try and recycle, it is not worth it, this is the main reason we sell ours so cheap to make 
sure people can easily and cheaply renew them. Last year I saw a few websites selling 
these for 4-5 times as much as us. As with all our products they are cleansed of all 
negative energy and empowered with positive energy and the coins also come from a good 
dynasty making them even more effective. 

If you want to be kept up to date with the monthly flying stars click on the link towards the 
top of the page to join our free monthly newsletter, it is read by over 75.000 Masters, 
Practitioners and fellow enthusiasts from all over the world. 

 

 

   

Visit the pages below for further details on Chinese New Year etc. 

Chinese New Year 2007 ** How to make your own Ang Pow **Chinese Talismans 

for 2007 ** Chinese animal predictions for 2007 ** Flying star Xuan Kong 2007 
** Salt Water cure information ** Avoid the fury of the Grand Duke, three killing 

etc ** Chinese New Year world time converter ** 2007 Cures and enhancers kits 
** How to take a compass reading ** How to determine your facing direction ** 

Feng Shui software ** Feng Shui resource **  
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